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BOR approves $30 annual athletic fee
by Jennifer Machtel
Future news

The Board of Regents
recently approved UCF' s
proposed athletic fee, consisting of a $15 flat fee per
semester and $1.42 per
credit hour.
The BOR unanimously
voted to approve the fee,
which students will start
paying in the fall.

One offset to the expense
of the fee is that UCF
students will be given free
tickets to all home games.
UCF .President Trevor
Colbourn said, '.'I am
gratified that the Board felt
the fee was appropriate
under the circumstances. It
will put the athletic department ~n a firmer foundation,
especially where women's
sports .are concerned.''

The funding for women's
athletics will increase by 62
percent in an effort to equal
the funding of men's
athletics. Other programs
that will be funded include
the UCF Marching Band
and the Cheerleaders.
The funds from the fee will
also be used to offset the
athletic department's current deficit of $77 4,000 in
the next four years.

Rec. services
hosts first disc
golf tournament
Recreational Services will be sponsoring the first annual "UCF
Discopen" disc golf tournament,
June 23 and 24. The event, which
will be held on the west side of the
UCF campus, features two flights
with prizes awarded to the top five
finishers in each flight.
Coordinating and hosting the
tournament will be Recreational Services director Loren Knutson and
Marshall Scribner. Scribner is
credited by Knutson with laying out
and developing the course in the
lightly wooded area between the
Education building and Alafaya
Trail.
The two flights will consist of a
novice flight and a championship
flight. The championship flight will
be sanctioned by the Professional
Disc Golfers Association, with
points awarded to PDGA members
in both the men's and women's divisions. The novice flight will be
geared more toward amateur disc
golfers.
Individualized plaques will be
awarded to the top five places in
both flights. The top five in the
men's championship flight will
receive gift certificates ranging from
$50 to $10. The top three in the
women's championship flight will
win certificates ranging from $30 to
$10.
The tournament is four rounds, 18
holes per round, beginning at 11:30
a.m. with check-in. The first round
will start at 12:00 a.m. on June 23.
The second round will follow at 6:00
p.m. and the final two rounds will be
played the next day. Knutson said
Wednesday that he expects at least
40 competitors for the championship flight alone.
Entry fees are $15 for the championship flight and $10 for the
novice. UCF students will recieve a
three dollar discount .on each flight.
The fee covers all four rounds and
certificates for free pizza from Pizza
Hut. Entries turned in by June 22
will recieve a free tournament
T-shirt. All profits from the tournament will go into improvements on
the course.
Entry forms may be picked up at
the Department of Rec. Services.
For further information call Rec.
Services at 275-2408.

Colbourn commented that
- the UCF students, whether
they were for or against the
bill, conduct~d themselves
professionally at the BOR
meeting.
Jim Combs, a student
senator and supporter of the
fee, attended the meeting in
Tallahassee. He was impressed and pleased wit h the
way the Board members
handled the concerns of the

overs120.ooo

$100,000

students.
He said:
''They cared
about what the students had
to say. They heard all of the
sides before making their
decision. The UCF student
body was well represented
there.''
Colbourn said, ''Several
members of the Board spoke
well of our students. They
Fee, page 4

Departments to
pay for services
by Adain Latham
Future news

OVERHEAD*
ASSESSED
FOR
1982-83

• total overhead
assessed to depts. In
8 2 -83 was $406,984

Student Government and over 30 other
departments at UCF will have to begin pay$80,000
ing more for administrative support services, according to a budget which was approved by the UCF Budget Committee.
The committee agreed on a plan to provide
supplemental income to Education and
$60,000 ' General (E&G) Administration Support
departments that have experienced an increased workload due to the services they
provide to non E&G departments.
The services are provided by departments
$40,000
such as Finance and Accounting, Computer
·Operations, Personnel Office and the
University Police Department. E G
departments are state funded and must be
reimbursed:
$20,000
Earlier this year, a state auditor said that
UCF's method of payment was inequitable
$10,000
and indefensible.
The previous method had the Extension
Non-Credit Administration paying out 22.8
percent of its budget for overhead cost,
while 21 other departments including intercollegiate athletics paid nothing.
. James Smith, director of the Budget Office, presented a proposal at the budget committee meeting May 17 that had all departments paying a 6.6 percent flat rate of their
yearly budget for overhead cost.
However many committee members, including Student Body President John
Graphic/Robert Molpus

Budget, page 7

Sunshine to heat water in dorms
by James Searls
Future news

A $300,000 solar collector which
used to heat water in the bathrooms
of a welcome station will be used at
UCF to heat the water in three dormitory buildings.
The unit, to be donated by the
state, will be installed atop one of
the newer dorm buildings, according
to Philip Goree, Vice President of
Business Affairs. It is anticipated
that the collectors will provide hot
water to Brevard, Seminole and
Orange Halls.
Goree said that the university will

pay for transporting the system and
that a federal grant will · provide
money for installation.
The final approval for the $96,000
federal grant rests with the Federal
Assistance Progr,am for Schools and
Hospitals in Washington, D.C., according to Louis M. Trefonas, Vice
President for Research and Dean of
Graduate Studies.
Trefonas said that the university
will have to put up $15,000 in funds,
and final approval should be received by the first of August.
He said that from the university 's
v.iewpoint, the unit should pay for
itself in two years by heating 70 per-

cent of the water for the dorms at a
savings of $7500 per year.
The solar collector unit is currently located at a tourist welcome station on the Florida-Georgia border
north of Jacksonville. The unit was
installed there several years ago to
heat water for showers and
bathrooms at a cost of approximately $300,000, and is maintained by
the Florida Department of
Transportation.
The collector is capable of serving
300 to 600 people per day, Trefonas
said. The entire unit consists of two
Solar, page 4
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News beat
Rotary Club offers scholarship
The Rotary Club of Orlando is offeri~g a scholarship to
students who have graduated from Boone, Edgewater or Jones
high schools. The applicant must have at least a 2.5 grade
point average and submit three non-related recommendations.
The amount of the award will be about $500. Deadline to apply
is June 30. Ci:mtact Jana Finley at 275-2827 or write to: Rotary
Club of Orlando, 646 E. Colonial Drive, Orlando, Fla. 32803.

Advance ·fall registration planned
Currently enrolled students for the "A", "B" or "C" sessions of summer '84 will have the opportunity to register in advance for the fall term beginning August 20, 1984. Advance
registration begins July 9, 1984. Advance registration, to be
held in AD 148, will begin after "B" session enrollment is completed. Appointment cards will be mailed to currently enrolled
students June 23. Class schedules and Advisement and Trial
forms can be picked up in the student's department after June
25. Students who choose to register in advance must pay their
fees by 3:30 p.m. July 18. Those who do not register or who
register and are subsequently dropped for non-payment will be
invited for regular fall registration which starts August 13.
The advance registration is being offered to encourage more
students to attend summer classes, according to UCF
Registrar W. Dan Chapman.

A task worth smiling about

Tim Barto/Future

Technician Jeff Martin assists a willing blood donor, Julie Young, during the UCF Summer Blood Drive Wednesday. The blood drive, in cooperation with the Central Florida
Blood Bank, makes blood available to all students, f acuity and staff through the Health
Center.
1

People in the news

English Dept. holds proficiency test
David F. Scott, director of Mike Meeske has been elected
business administration, has to the board of directors for
been elected president of the the Broadcast Education
Financial Management Association, the academic
Association. He will assume branch of the National
the presidency at the conclu- Association of Broadcasters.
sion of the 1985 annual He is chairperson of · the
meeting. Scott previously regulation committee of the
The Boy's Club of Central Florida will hold its 2nd annual served the FMA as vice Broadcast Regulation Com"Steak and Burger Dinner" at the Expo Center Thursday at 7 president-annual program, mittee.
p.m. Dr. J., Julius Erving of the Philadelphia 76ers basketball vice president-membership
team will be the guest speaker. For $100 the dinner includes and as an associate editor of
• • •
hamburger for an adult and steak for a child. For reservations Financial Management, the
and information, call 841-6855.
FMA journal.
Steve Lotz, art professor,
was one of three top winners
in the Annual Juried Exhibition at Loch Haven Art
Students who enroll in Gene:ral Methods in Aerospace, EDG
Communication's professor Center in Orlw;ido. The ex.hibi5937, will have the chance to· take a free trip to Washington,
D.C. The U.S. Air Force flight, which has 10 seats available to
students in the class, will leave June 25 and return the next
evening. The class is open to any student wishing to take a
5000-level course. It is 3 semester credit hours and meets June
18-22 from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. During the course there will be
trips to Kennedy Space Center and Embry Riddle
the university marched in
Aeronautical University. A seminar on flight safety will be
protest, a group of their colconducted at Herndon airport's flight safety center. Among
leagues resorted to stealing a
bust of Knute Rockne. The
the guest speakers will be the sole sµtvivor o~ ~orpedo
kidnappers later sent a ranSquadron 8 in the Battle· of Midway, George Gay. Interested
students should contact Dr. David Hernandez, university
. som note along with a picture
flight instructor, at 275-2757 or Dr. Jennie Loudermilk, at
of the bust reclining on a san275-2123.
Cly beach. They demanded
Putting your loan to good beer for Notre Dame students
abuse-A car dealer fn Lin- in exhange for the bust's
coln, Neb. recently ran an ad return.
Florida Women in Government will hold its 21st Annual In- suggesting that students use
stitute at the Ramada Court of Flags in Orlando June 13-16. their Guaranteed Student
Like father like son-An
The Institute has been designed to renew and advance the job Loans to buy a VW. The State
83-year-old
man fulfilled a
Education
Department
is
senskills of women. Registration is $80 for members or $90 for
lifelong
dream
when the Delta
ding
a
letter
protesting
the
non-members. The Institute will be conducted by the Council
at Rutger's
Phi
fraternity
for Continuing Education for Women of Valencia Community ad. The department is not
University
made
him an
amused by this inflationCollege. Call 423-4813 for more information.
honorary
member.
Louis
F.
based irony-red Corvettes
Bishop
wanted
to
follow
in
his
were · the symbol of GSL
father's footsteps but he was
abuse a few years ago.
not accepted by the fraternity
while at Yale. Bishop went on
The Civil Air Patrol is looking for men and women who
to become a leading carwould like to train for air search and rescue and disaster relief
diologist in New York and is
functions. The 143rd Composite Squadron, "Central Florida's
Beer or bust-The ad- now a Delta Phi at Rutgers,
Own,'' has openings for both flying and ground personnel. All
applicants must complete an orientation program consisting of ministration's decision to his father's alma mater.
training courses. The Civil Air Patrol is a non-profit, volunteer restrict alcohol use on campus
organization. Members are reimbursed for their expenses dur- at Notre Dame University
ing actual missions frut they must pay the cost of training, was met with rebellion. While
Seeing pink-A student's
uniforms and equipment. For more information call 859-5013. a few thousand students at advertising succeeded in fillThe English Department's Proficiency Exam will be given
Wednesday from 7 p.m. to 9 p.m. The exam will be held in
HFA 129, and students can sign up in the English Department.

Dr.

J to speak at Boys Club dinner

Class will include free trip to D.C.

•••

tion, which displays large
acrylics on canvas, is open to
the public through July 8.
Lotz was also called ''The
best artist in Central Florida"
by Central Florida Scene
magazine in a March issue.
• -• •
People in the news is a column devoted to the recognition of awards
and
achievements by UCF's
students, staff and faculty.
Contributions should be
typed, double-spaced on a
60-space line and sub.m itted
one week before publication.

Campus close-up

Institute will focus on job skills

•••

Civil Air Patrol seeks volunteers

•••

•••

ing the campus of the University of Nebraska-Omaha with
pink flamingos. The ads,
which appeared in the Lost
and Found and Roommates
Wanted sections of the campus newspaper, drew help
from a fraternity and some
local radio deejays. The
university student who planned the flamingo affair said he
just wanted to see if he could
get a reaction on an apathetic
campus. The scheme worked.
Students not only noticed the
birds, they stole most of
them.

•••
Putting the party on
hold-Caps and gowns were
carried into Indiana University's Assembly Hall in order
to prevent students from
smuggling champagne bottles in under their robes.
University officials wanted a
more dignified graduation
than that of 1983, in which a
faculty member was doused
with champagne.
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FPRA roast beneli_
ts
UCF's new institute
by Vicki White
Future staff

When
an
Orlando
restaurant owner gets roasted
next September at the Florida
Public
Relations
Association's
Orange
Blossom Roast and Toast, it
will not be all fun and games.
The association expects to
raise at least $50,000 for
UCF's new Hotel and
Restaurant Management Program. The program l;>ecame
official last month and will
start admitting students in
the fall. Although they still
do not have the facilities or
faculty members, Abraham
Pizam, the director of the
Dick Pope Sr. Institute for
Tourism Studies, ·has big
plans for the program.
"We're aiming for 400 majors in the program within
three or four years, along witQ.
five full-time faculty
memhJ:'rs. We also expect
some adjunct faculty
members', such. as Bob
Snow,'' he said. ''We will be
nationally recognized as one
of the top four schools in the
country.''
In addition to UCF
students the program will
also accept transfers from instate and out-of-st~te community colleges. It will be the
fifth program in the state and

the third to be offered by a
state university.
Pizam feels that there is a
real need for the program in
the Central Florida area ·
because of its growing
tourism industry. "Many of
the jobs are going to
graduates from management
programs up North," he says.
"We have a definite mission
to serve the comrimni ty."
He is in the process_of working out an agreement with the
Saga food services on campus
to use their facilities to train
students after hours, once the
cafeteria is through serving
students. In addition to this,
Bob Snow(middle), FPRA's roastee this year, poses with Jean Gfascoff, c~man of the
students will train at the new roast, and Holly Bennett Thatcher(far left) who is the president of FPRA's Orlando chapter.
hotel, as yet unnamed, thaf is Also shown are Abe Pizam(right), of the institute for tourism studies, and Dr. Leslie Ellis, UCF
going up in the research park. pro'!'ost and vice·· president for academic affairs.
Besides the roast in ,~~~~~~~---:--~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-::---~
September, some other events
are scheduled to raise funds
for the program, such as spring. parties at Cypress
Gardens and Silver Springs.
These funds supplement the
money the program gets from
the university
_
.. .is looking for people interested in writing
While the actual ~ourses are
news, feature, and sports.
still being approved, the proStart
training
now for paid reporters positions
gram will consist of 121
which will be opening in the fall.
semester hours of work: 48
hours of general education rePick up an application at the FUTURE offices.
quirements, 33 hours in the
College of Business AdEditorial office: 275-2601
ministration's Common Body
Business office: 275-2865
of Knowledge, and 40 hours in
the Hospitality Management
program.

THE FUTURE

.•

Student .Go_v ernment Positions Available
Applications are now being acc9pted .for the
following seats in the sixteenth Student Senate·
-

.

Arts & Sciences
E llgineering
Health
Liberal ·S tudies
At Large(anY college)
Graduate

I

~

l

5& 7
Seats 3 & · 5
Seat 1
- · Seat· I
Seat 1
Seat 1

There are also positions available on various
University-Wide committees. Stop
by Student
.
Center Room 200 for an. application or call
Extension x-2191 For futher details.
.

l

Seats . ~,

.

)
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Audit reveals past misuse of SG phones
by Vicki White
Future staff

The audit of Student
Government's SUNCOM
charges that came about after
charges of misuse were made
last fall may actually be
something of a blessing in
disguise, according to Dr.
LeVester Tubbs, Vice Preident of Student Affairs.
"The audit called to our attention a lot of the abuses
that happened because the
rules and regulations were not
being followed,'' Tubbs said.
Besides SG members making
personal calls on the system,
some people who were not
members of SG had access to
the phones, possibly because
the procedure for issuing keys
was not being followed.
According to Tubbs, Jimmie Ferrell, the director of the
Student Center, should sign
for any keys that are issued.
Instead of doing this, outgoing SG members were passing
their keys on to incoming
me.mbers, or the incoming
members were going straight
down to the physical plant
and ordering their own keys.
The situation has since been

corrected.
''Somebody, besides SG
members, had to have a key,
because the calls were made
after hours," Tubbs explained. ''No one is supposed to be
in there after 10 p.m., not
ev~n the president." As a
result, Ferrell is having the
entire building rekeyed.
Another procedure that
was not being followed was
the logging of phone calls. A
computer system has since
been installed that keeps track of the calls made at each
extension. This way, Tubbs
explained, they will be able to
double check all the -calls that
are made.
A total of $616.30 has been
paid to the university for personal calls made between
April and November 1983.
Between July 1982 and
March 1983 $166.25 in per- .
sonal calls were made. Of this,
the university has been reimbursed $28.27, with the remaining $137.98 forthcoming. What has not been collected is over $1,000 in unofficial calls made to
Tallahassee between June
1982 and March 1983, often
made late at night. According

to Tubbs, it appears that the
person who made the calls
was not even an SG member.
Student Affairs and Student
Government are looking into
the matter..
Although the situation has
received considerable notice,
this is not the first time that
the SUNCOM system has
been abused. "We had a situation like this about four years
ago here in Student Affairs,"
he said. Disciplinary · action
against the persons involved
can range from a warning to

Fee - - - - - - ' - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - . . . . , . . . , . . . . - f r o m page 1
commented on the quality of
the speeches given." Two
names that were mentioned
were Al Ferguson, who
spoke for the -fee, and Stuart
James, who spoke against it.
Al Ferguson, former legal
advisor to the student body
president, said the purpose
·of the increase is to provide
additional funding to elevate
the men's and women's
at~tic programs to a more
competitive level.
Supporters of the fee said
now is a perfect time to initiate the fee. There were no

6,000 gallon water tanks and
288 flat plate solar collectors.
It supplies 1.8 million BTU's
of heat at 140 degrees
farenheit.
Trefonas said that the unit
has been functional but the
DOT does not have the personnel to take care of it pro-

Eye Care•Contact Lenses
• New tinted soft· cc,ntact lenses
• Soft contacts for astigmatism
• Extended wear lenses
Introductory 15 %discount on all services
and materials to UCF students.faculty,
and staff
·

699-4000

Tuscawilla

1340 Tuscawilla Rd.
Suite 107
Casselberry, Fl.

Chapman I
Rd. I
Alafaya Trail Oviedo
l!1= UCF

proposed increases in either
the activity fee or the health
fee.
Stuart James and Cindy
Spraker opposed the fee at
the BOR meeting. They used the opposition to the fee
in their presidential platform during the spring elections. Other opposition expressed their concerns that
there were misplaced
priorities of athletics over
academics.
However, Ferguson stated
that Student Government
has little power to increase

perly . He said the unit will be
repaired and maintained by
the university.
He . also said the Florida
Solar _Energy Center, located
at Port Canaveral and administered by his office at
UCF, will be available for consultation on installation and

Hl!ll.t.~Whifil
*
*
*
*
·*
*

1O min. from UCF at corner
of Red Bug and Tuscawilla Rds.

Red Bug

would be hard for them to
operate effectively with any
less than that." One possible
solution is to have locks installed on the unattended
phones.
In addition to this, the Student Affairs New Employee
Handbook is being revised to
provide more specific
guidelines on the proper use
of the SUNCOM system.
Newly elected SG Officials
were given an orientation session to learn proper use of the
system.

funding in academic areas.
Improvement of academics
is always a priority and is
being studied in addition to
improving athletic.s.
The university committee,
which set the amount of the
athletic fee, was formed last
semester. The committee
unanimously decided to
recommend the fee which
was approved.
The recommendation was
accepted by Colbourn and
former Student Body President Mark Geary, and given
to 1 the Board of Regents.

Solar-----------------~---~m~~1

David E. Hankins, O.D.
(UCF, 1977)

><

expulsion, depending on their
overall performance in school.
The school can also exert
pressure on those who are
reluctant to reimburse by putting their records on hold or
having them dismissed from
class.
As far as cutting down on
the number of phones in the
SG offices in order to cut
down on the abuses, Tubbs
says that it is not a viable
alternative. "They only have
four phones as it is, and for an
organizatio~ that large, it

EASY MONTHLY PAYMENTS * ANY DRIVER
3 PIP
* ANY VEHICLES
LIABILITY
* MOTORCYCLES
SR-22 (Immediate Filings) * VANS/PICKUPS
SUSPENDED LICENCE
* DWI
SPECIAL RATES FOR SUSPENDED DRIVERS

operation of the unit.
The FSEC relies on funds
from the legislature ~nd outside sources and has an
overall budget of $4 million a
year for sponsored research
projects concerning solar
energy and alternative
sources of energy.
''They have the best solar
energy testing program, as
far as research and development is concerned, in the
United States and the only
such facility in this state,"
Trefonas said. ''We have to
have these sources of alternative energy for the future,
and Florida is a natural place
for that testing."
American
Red Cross

273·2222·

__.I

Family lnsuranee Corp •. ~
9709 ·E. Colonial Dr.

Alafaya

Nations largest professional Inventory Company has
immediate openings In the Orlando Area. Positions
available for Inventory Managers and Inventory Auditors.
Positions are permanent, part-time, and summer openings.
·•
•
•
•
•

Hours well suited for college students.
$4.50 minimum start
• Mon. · Fri. evenings and Sat., Sun.
15 · 20 hr. week and up
•Will train on latest "sta-te-6f·the-art"
Work is steady and scheduled
electro~i~ in~~. n_tory gear.
Local assignment
For futher information contact Mr. Robert Reid
•
at 894·6822 M·F 10·2pm or write RGIS Inventory
National accounts
Specialists 3165 McCrorv Pl. 101 Orlando, Fl.
32803

·
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ROiiins' tennis coaches choose UCF
Three former assistant tennis coaches
from Rollins College have joined the UCF
athletic staff as the Knights prepare to
. move the program to NCAA Division I competition next season.
UCF athletic director Bill Peterson announced that David Carter and Mick Andrews will coordinate duties for the men's
and women's teams. Additionally, former
Rollins captain Felicia Hutnick will serve as
an assistant coach for the women's team.
A native of Australia, Carter is an experienced international player and coach. He
was ranked as high as 78 in world singles
and won the Australian national Hard Court
Championship in 1977.
He advanced to the third round of the
1981 US Open before being eliminated by
Bjorn Borg. Irr 1982, he advanced to the
third rounds of Wimbledon and the US Clay
Court Championships.
A finalist in two Volvo Grand Pri~ singles

events and winner of five Grand Prix
doubles titles, Carter traveled as a coach
and trainer for the Israeli Davis Cup team
during an exhibition tour in the 1970's.
A 1970 graduate of Rollins, Andrews was
ranked fourth in the state's men's open
singles. Recently he has won six men's 35
and over tournaments. Andrews and Carter
teamed to win the 1982 Citrus Bowl doubles
title.
Hutnick was captain of the Rollins squad
for two years and helped the team acheive a
No. 3 national rankingtin 1979 . .

- -"Fl71T drwc

•48 HOUR KODAK SLIDE PROCESSING
•ONE HR. OR SAME DAY COLOR PRINT PROCESSING
•SAME DAV EKTACHROME FILM PROCESSED
•PROFESSIONAL FINISHING AVAILABLE •FULL LINE OF PHOTOGRAPHIC DISPLAY PRODUCTS:
mats, frames
•PROFESSIONAL PRINT DISPLAY PREPARATION:
mounting, texturizing, and spraying

Member:Professional Photographic Society of Central Florida

Di!iCQunt

677-

A three-time college All-American, Hutnick was ranked as high as 91st by the
Women's Tennis Association in 1980. She
won the singles and doubles titles at the
1979 Citrus Bowl in Vero Beach, two Avon
Futures titles in 1980 as well as the 1980
Smirnoff Classic Singles championship in
Massachusetts.

UCF basketball· leaps to Division I
When the UCF basketball team ventures
into its first NCAA Division I season next
winter, Florida, Arkansas, South Carolina,
Ohio State and others will form the welcoming commitee.
A 28-game schedule. announced this week
by UCF athletic director Bill Peterson includes road games with the Gators, Razorbacks, Gamecocks and Buckeyes. ·
Knights coach Chuck Machock opens his
second UCF season on the road Nov. 24
against Florida. Three days later the
Knights have a road date at Arkansas.
UCF opens its 13-game home schedule
Nov. 30 against rival Florida Southern in
the Orange County Civic Center. The
Knights will play nine games in the civic

OPEN M-F 10;00-6;0(
SAT. 10;n0-5;00

'OP!o student

center and the remaining four home games
on campus.
Other in-state games include a two-game
series with Florida A M and Stetson and
single games with Jacksonville University,
Bethune Cookman and Rollins College.
During a four-day period in midDecember, the Knights play the road games
at South Carolina (Dec.15), at Dayton (Dec.
17), and at Ohio State (Dec. 19). Machock
was an assistant coach at Ohio State for
seven years before taking over the·UCF program last year.

LAMBERS CPA REVIEW

IS AMERICA'S LARGEST l 00% LIVE INSTRUCTION
CPA REVIEW
CLASSES START SEPTEMBER 4, 1984
AT GOSS MEMORIAL METHODIST CHURCH
2113 EAST SOUTH STREET, ORLANDO
TUESDAY, THURSDAY EVENINGS AND
SATURDAY CLASSES.
FOR FREE SAMPLE CHAPTER AND COURSE INFORMATION
CALL: 305-365-8668 OR 800-343-8414
FREE REPEAT PLAN

Last year, UCF posted a 15-13 record and
claimed the Sunshine State Conference title
after an agonizing 0-6 start.

..

su-N STATE FORD
"$400.00 PURCHASE ALLOWANCE TO ALL GRADUATING ·STUDENTS"
TOP DOLLAR ON ALL TRADE·INS

• Purchase AllowanGe may be applied toward down
payment of any eligible vehicle.
• Vehicles included are the 1984 Thunderbird,
Mustang, Tempo, EXP, Escort, Bronco II and Ranger
• To qualify you must show proof of graduation
or intent to graduate within 120 days
• T.o take advantage of this offer, you must purchase
an eligible vehicle between May l and July 31 1984,
or place an order before June l 1984. One vehicle per
customer.
• Equal and ascending monthly payment plans available

MON.-FRI. 8:30am-9:00pm, SAT. 9:00am-8:00pm, SUNDAY 12-Spm

SUN STATE
FORD

3535 WEST
COLONIAL DR.
ORLANDO, FLORIDA 299-5900

*
EAST·WEST EXPY.

COLONIAL DR.
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Phonathon reached out and touched alumni
by Dana Menk
News editor

A four-week phonathon
boosted the contributions
made by UCF graduates to
over $100,000 for this year.
The phonathon, which
lasted from April 30 fo May
24, was the first phase of the
UCF Alumni Association's
Annual Fund Drive. Since the
fund-raising efforts· began in

March, $131,203 has already
been raised toward the
$165,000 goal.
Over $12,000 came from
pre-phonathon pledges when
more than 450 alumni
responded to a mail campaign.
Last year the alumni
association received a total of
$270,300 in contributions.
That included a $150,000
restricted donation from an

anonymous graduate.
The money raised by the annual fund goes to the UCF
Foundation, but graduates
can restrict their contribution
by specifying where the
money is to go or how it is to
be .used.

grams. About $20,000 will be
used for scholarships.

Of the -money that goes to
the foundation, over 60 percent is given to the university
to support academic pro-

Behind the success of the
phonathon were · many
volunteeers, including about
220 callers. They reached over

The money is also used to
support special university
projects and other campus activities, such as the Miss UCF
Pageant held last semester.

5,000 of the university's
20,000 graduates.
The first two weeks of the
phonathon were conducted by
alumni. During the second
two weeks, calls were made
by students in the organizations of Orientation Team,
Kappa Delta, Sigma Chi,
Alpha Delta Pi, Pi Kappa
Alpha, Delta Delta Delta,
Kappa Kappa Psi and Sigma
Alpha Epsilon.

J

THE FUTURE
.. .is looking for people interested in working as
advertising representatives and circulation/distribution.
Some paid positions are now open.
Start training now for other paid positions
which will be opening up in the fall.
Pick up an application in the FUTURE offices.
Business office: 27 5-2865
Editorial office: 275-2601

The ship 'has docked
and now the deck
at Louis Motorcars
is loaded with subarus.
__ Buy yours now befOre
__.......::~~
the selection
is pira·t ed away.

CLASSES START IN JUNE!
PREPARE FOR: SEPT. 15

C

Call Days Evenings & Weekends

(,~~.::..::~~:: .
TEST PREPARATION
SPECIALISTS SINCE 1938

SAN JOSE EXEC CENTER
WINTERPARK, FL. 32792

For lnlormation About Other Permanent Centers
In More Than 120 Major US Cities & Abroad
Outside NY State CALL TOLL FREE: 900·223·1782

Nice Selection
of Colors

SUBARU
Louis Motorcars
continues with
its tradition

LO uI $
.MOTORCARS

of competitive
prices.

6363 E. COLONIAL DR.

PH. 277·7220

New Duplex Villas

• 2 bedroom plans in the SSO's
• in the City of Oviedo-5 miles to UCF.

Phone: (305) 365-4927

-

1
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Hearing stirs concern over nuclear War plan
by Dana Menk
News editor

A proposed state plan to relocate
people in the face of a nuclear war
received a lot of attention and opposition by Florida residents at a hearing
Monday.
Over 100 people attended the public
hearing at UCF, which was held to
consider the state's proposed Comprehensive Emergency Management
Plan. Most of the concern centered
around a newly added Nuclear Civil
Preparedness Plan. Of the 28 people
who spoke at the hearing, only one
person supported the plan.
The plan outlines the procedure for
relocating Florida's population from

Budget -

from page 1

Sowinski, opposed the plan,
saying that some departments were unprepared to
meet those requirements this
year.
A revised plan was submitted to the committee that
would phase in the cost over a
three-year period so that
some departments could
gradually increase their
payments.
The new plan, which the
committee approved during
this week's meeting, does not
call for any direct payment
from the Student Activities
Function Account, but instead, the amount of assessment will be gradually increased. Twenty five percent
will be assessed for the
1984-85 school year and 50
percent the following year.
The total amount will be owed
in the 1986-87 school year.
In the rejected May 17
budget proposal, the Student
Activities Function Account,
which is administered by Student Government, was going
to be billed over $40,000.
However, the account will
pay $18,652 less due to
assessed payments for the
upkeep of the Student Center.
Despite the fact that the
student fund will not be tapped this year, Sowinski does
not consider this new budget
a "victory" for the students.
Sowinski added an amendment to the proposed budget
saying that all departments
have the right to appeal their
assessment, which is what
student government plans to
do on the grounds that the
college should not take money
away from a student-funded
account.
The new assessment
method calls for an increase in
the overhead cost of 31
departments while the rate
for 16 departments will
decrease.
The increases ranged from
the bookstore which will pay
$44,237 more, to the Solar
Energy Center Testing
Payroll which will suffer a $16
increase.
The biggest winner in the
new payment method is
Duplicating Services who will
pay $36,224 less, an 86.3 percent decrease.

18 high risk areas in the event of a
nuclear war. Since Orange County is
designated as a high risk area, over
400,000 people would have to be
evacuated to host counties.
Those who opposed the plan said
there are no roads leading to the
relocation points which are located in
the St. Johns area of the host counties.
The plan also relies on a three day
notification period before a nuclear
attack but an advance warning is
unrealistic, according to critics of the
plan.
The plan proposes ways of protecting citizens if a nuclear attack is imminent and there is no time to
relocate. According to the plan, the

procedures, along with local and
federal plans, establish a workable
plan which can provide the people of
Florida with a life-saving alternative
to the hazards of nuclear attack.
"This misleads the public to believe
tl;iat a nuclear war is survivable,"
Walter Trent, Common Cause coordinator in Orlando, said.
Trent said scientific evidence suggests that the atmosphere, environment and civilization may not survive
even a few nuclear explosions. He
said that the plan, which is designed
to protect people, could end up harming them.
Another concern was voiced over
the approval of several county plans
before the state plan.

The Federal Emergency Management Agency grants the funds to
write the emergency response plans
and 37 counties have already approved their plans.
FEMA monitors the preparation of
the plans and in some instances has
the final approval. The plans are also
subject to the federal standards and
deadlines established by FEMA.
The proposed state plan, which is
called for by state and federal law,
outlines the responsibilities of the
various state and local agencies.
However, it is up to those agencies to
develop their own standard operating
procedures.

Good friends will give you a break
.when you're broke.

The dinner was sensational. So was the
check. The problem is, the theater tickets that
you insisted on buying broke your whole
budget. Enough to declare bankruptcy by the
time the coffee arrived.
~::~
A nudge under the table and a certain
destitute look in the eye were enough to
produce the spontaneous loan only a
·· good friend is ready to make.
How do you repay him? Firsl
the cash, then the only beer equal
to his generosity: Lowenbrau.

Lowenbrau.Here's to good friends.

Future-June 8, 1984
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Fox Hunt Lanes
A Townhome Community
. I

Goodman
Payton
Associates
Inc.

YOUR "Home Away From Home"
G

A Tremendous
·II

Investment

I

Opportunity

STOP PAYING RE.N T FOR JOHNNY

18'- 4''

Let Johnny help BUY a Townhome.
Invest $500.00 to reserve your Townhome Now!

GDVE~fl'J

f 0 P. t H
11 '- ! " .,. 1'. 0"
fli'·D" S.C,..V.

l'dEA1

FROM $52,900
UDM

-1~1?'-~"

r-1

I

I

I

I

121-4

l__JtKYLT,

Owner/Occupant financing _from 5 %
Investor financing from 10 % ·available

.I
!

,,. • 1" f I Xf D G l .

T

SALES OFFICE
OPEN

i-I

Let Liz or Debbie show
you our neat floor plan

G l (

I

.

;-~l

I

I

I. ! 0 M

P> f l CW

I

~---1

l D Fl
I 'l '· 7"• II'- a~

tEllDDM , ,

•-1·?·-=4=·. ,p1·.o.·...
3
First Floor

ta.
506 E. Colonial Dr.
Orlando, FL 32803
Post Office Box 4787
Winter Park, FL 32793
(305) 422-1111

Call (305) 282-4392
or 422-1111 after hours.

Rental Information Available
Jog or ride your bike to schoolwe're only 1.2 miles from the UCF entrance!

Second Floor

.
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Opinion
Administrative support
eventually hurts students
At first glance, the proposed "Administrative/Support
Overhead Assessment" appears to be a reaso~able proposal.
Its purpose, as outlined in the report prepared by the
University Budget Office, "is to provide supplemental:
resources to the Education and General (E&G) Administrative/Support departments that have experienced increased workload problems due to non-reimbursed services
they provide to areas 01,1tside of E&G." But in the proper
perspective, it can easily be recognized as an extension of
bureaucracy and an effort to have others take the blame for
mismanag~ment in the E&G areas.
The alleged reasons behind the creation of this fund stem
from the inability of certain services to collect funds for ser·
vices rendered to other offices and agencies in the university.
The state auditor who said that UCF's method of payment was inequitable and indefensible was most probably
unaware _of the university administration's uncanny knack
for extracting money where none is available. Two notable
instances are the athletic fee and the health fee. It seems
that from the university's point of view, one of the more
equitable ways of securing funds is by taking them directly
from the student's pockets.
The services, ranging from Finance and Accounting to Internal Auditing to Word Processing are presumably under
the same budget guidelines as any other aspect of the
university. Therefore, one would suspect that they would be
able to follow their budget, especially those offices dealing
directly in money management.
Such is obviously not the case, else they would not have
created the Administrative/Support Overhead fund. The
creation of this fund constitutes a need for money, one
which would p.ot exist if those agencies had followed their
budgets.
While the proposal does not immediately effect the
students, the creation of this support fund will hurt
students financially. A portion of tuition payments, $2. 73
per credit hour, go to the Activity and Service fund, which
funds Student Government and everything administered
under their budget. Under the proposal, Student Government will eventually be required to pay $42,000 in -administrative support. This immediately translates into
$42,000 in services lost to students, and that is only under
SG 's 1983-84 budget.
As it is, the portion of students tuition which does not go
to the Activity and Service fee, about 89 percent, goes to the
state. The state then allocates monies to the universities for
operations. So actually the students already pay for operations, and by assessing Student Government for services,
students pay for these operations twice.
Under the proposal's guidelines, 6.6 percent of the
previous year's operating expenditures, less that year's
assessments from each of the "Non-Central Services" will
make up the total fund. The proposal mentions nothing in
regards to recieving appropriations from "Central
Services,'' or those services which will recieve support from
the fund.
Sooner or later, the total effect on the students will be felt.
With the demand for moLey from the fund placed on NonCentral Services, these services will have to incorporate the
demand into their own budgets. This will generate a higher
overall budget which will undoubtedly be passed on to the
students in the form of tuition hikes, health fee hikes, and
athletic fee hikes, since both health services and the athletic
department will be assessed for services. These on top of
hikes already planned to be implemented in the fall, like the
athletic fee, the probable rise in the health fee, and the
possibility of a 12.5 percent overall tuition hike pending in
the State Legislature.
It seems that the list goes on and on, with the students as
the ultimate victims. Until those responsible for the initial
problems are at least held accountable for their actions, the
students will be little more than victims. Any administrative plans to further engulf the students and the
system in more bureaucratic mire must be stopped.

Mike Rhodes
Editor in Chief
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Senators should use own judgement
Editor:
Due to previous involvement in Student
Government, I have a great deal of interest in
the articles and editorials written concerning
the organization. I would like to take a few
minutes and briefly back up your position
presented in the "Opinion" column in your
last edition, "Senate Ignores Principles with
James Endorsement. 11
The position of Student Regent is one that
is chosen by the governor to represent the
students of the State University System by
being a voting member of the Board of
Regents. The position is also open for application to any student.
By endorsing an individual for this position ·
more than two weeks before the application
process even began and approximately four
months before the regent is chosen, the
senate has attempted to make a recommendation on behalf of the student body, when they
have not even bothered to ask the if any other
students are interested in the position. If

anyone feels that they wish to endorse an individual for an office, it would be more appropriate and effective if they did so by personal letters, rather than by a measure that
supposedly represents the wishes of the entire student body.
Fault is not . to be found with the entire
senate. When a measure is brought up in one
meeting, without even having a copy of the
resolution for all of the senators to read, and
the same few "experienced" senators say that
"it is the thing to do," many senators follow
suit.
I ask that the senators who represent me,
and all other students, to use their own judgement, rather than the judgement of the few
who have in this case and possibly others, encouraged them to do something that has not
been in the best interests of the student f;>ody.
James Lineberger
Management

Senate voicing views with endorsement
Editor:
Student Governm.e nt, its
purpose, to serve the
students. Please take note of
the word, "students." Student Senate, the legisl~tive
branch of Student Government, once again please note the word "student. 11
This letter is in response to
Mike Rhodes editorial,
"Senate Ignores Principles
with James Endorsement." It
was stated in the article that
the senate had "violated the
principles on which it was
founded," and that it had
"desecrated the very constitution upon which it was
formed. 11 It is in the preamble
of the Student Body Constitution that "a representative association through
which the individual student
can participate in this university" is created. Hence, we
have a Student Government.
Reading the constitution further, Article II, section 5
·states that the Senate shall
assemble for the "deliberation of legislation and the
business of the student
body." It seems the senate
did not "desecrate" the Student Body Constitution, quite
conversely, it was carrying
out its duties and responsibilities as defined in the con-

stitution.
In regard to your statement
''the senate has taken a stand
in an area which they have no
business," let me remind you
that the senate's business is
the student body, and while
the student body president is
the Chief Executive Officer,
that by no means relieves the
senate from taking a stand in
an area of great concern to its
constituents. The senate has
historically passed resolu-

tions concerning increased
student library funding, tuition increases and career service salaries-all state level
concerns. The senate speaks
as the voice of the student. It
is the senate that "enacts"
the laws, and the student
body president who "enforces
them.
By passing this resolution,
the senate was voicing its
Voice, page 10

Special budget committee
wins approval
Editor:
There is always a great deal
of concern about the Activity
and Service Fee Budget
around this time of year on
the part ·of the officers within
Student Government, and
this year is certainly no exception.
There has been a great deal
of difficulty in dealing with
this year's budget, since the
Activity and. Service Fee
Committee started working
last November. Throughout
the past few months, the
budget has been at a virtual
standstill in both the Activity
and Service Fee Organization,
Appropriations and Finance

(OAF) Committee. As the
author of the 1982-83 and
1983-84 budgets, I recognize
the seriousness of Student
Government's responsibility
to have the budget completed
and approved, because state
law calls for Student Government to enact and administer
the budget; the budget that
should bene.fit all of the
students at· this university.
For this reason, I applaud
the senate's passage of
Resolution 16-42, written by
Sen. David Rokes, which
created a special budget committee to complete this year's
Approval, page 10
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budget under the direction
and leadership of our newly
elected president and vice
president, who, working
together, ~e ready and able
to see this task through.
I ask that the senate
carefully consider all allocations to ensure that they are
practical a·n d serve all

students at the university. It
is through responsible allocations that UCF Student
Government can serve the
students by maintaining the
lowest Activity and Service
Fee in the state.
Dave Kiser
Former Senate Pro Tempore

Solas ..

views as the representative
body of the students, on a
matter of importance to both
the university and to the student body. Indeed, that is
specifically what every
senator was elected to do. If
you, or any other student, are
not satisfied with the way
your representative is serving

you, either remove him from
office, or do not re-elect him in
the fall.
The senate is directly
responsible to the students; it
is for the students that Student Government, and in fact,
UCF, exist. But sir, do not
fault, criticize or chastise the
senate for doing the job that
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Arts and Sciences
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you elected them to do. Only
if the senate had chosen not
to act on this resolution
would they have been acting
"irresponsible."
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Student Rate:
50 cents per Ii ne

CLASS FED

for sale

wa.nted

'74 Pontiac Lemans, air, cassette,
good condition. 5950. Call
281-1413.

WANTED: ADVERTISING REP. FOR
SPACECOAST ·PUBLICATION. EXP.
PREFERRED BUT NOT REQUIRED.
CONTACT WENDY AT 676-1576.

College Heights-very near UCF
campus. Lovely 3 bdrm., l 1/2 bath
home for sale. Many extras, including fence, patio, carpet,
drapes, central heat/air, garage.
Nice yard with trees. Just like newonly 556,000. Call 896-1064.
Is it true you can buy surplus jeeps
for $44? Get the facts today! Hurry!
Call (312) 742-1142 ext. 689.

Bookkeeping position open:
Growing construction company
seeks accounting major for fulltime summer employment. Could
lead to permanent, flexible
employment starting fall semester.
Resume to: P.O. Box 4276, Winter
Park, Fla. 32792.

INDEPENDENT THINKERS
We're seeking highly motivated
- - - - - - - - - - - - - men and women anxious to make
it on their own. We provide the
training and the products that can
help you to be highly successful,
right from the start. We're Mutual
of Omaha--a Family of Coml bd. & 3 bd. apt. avail.
panies specializing in insurance
$135-140/mo. plus util. Share w/2
and financial services. For full
ct.hers. Call after 6. 678-5374.
details on the exciting opportunity
we can offer you, call us at (305)
2 bdrm./3 bth. townhouse. New,
843-0441. Internship program for
fully equipped, miniblinds .
Juniors and Seniors. E.O.C. M/F.
5425/mo. Sales Maker Inc.
628-5688.

for rent

Duplex for rent. Beautiful, 2
bedroom, 2 bath, washer, dr'{er,
wall to wall carpet. 1/2 mile to
school. 5425 plus deposit.
293-1908.

typists

New 2 bdrm., 2 bth. duplex,
wshr/dryr, microwave, dishwshr,
ceiling fan, blinds. Riverwood. 3
miles to UCF. $450. No pets.
1-773-3516.

TYPING-Only .75/double spaced
page. Neat. Accurate. Call Judy,
273-5298.

New duplex. Union Park. 2 bd./2
bth. Children OK. All appliances.
5450/mo. 422-2963

WORD MASTERS
"The overnight cure for the term
paper blues"

I have 3 rooms l O miles east of
UCF to rent, house privileges,
swimming, sunbathing, and bar-bcues on Sunday. 525 per week. For
further info. write C.B., 17 32 l 0th
Street, Ori. Fla. 32820.

We can help you get your work
out
ON TIME.
277-3980 (Call 24 hours)
Rates:
1.50/page-regular
(The best you'll find.)
52.50/page-OVERNIGHT

carpool
Driver needed to share driving
and expenses to Washington D.C.
or points ·north. Call Paul Prince at
277-0959.

lost & found
Calculator
273-4616.

found.

Call

Bill

Both rates include GRAMMAR,
SPELLING and PUNCTUATION
corrections and a report
COVER and TITLE PAGE.
Split the cost among the
members of your group!
Our goal is to become UCF's
#1 word processing service.
277 -3980 (Call 24 hours)

at

WORD MASTERS

FAST PROFESSIONAL TYPING
Guaranteed 100% accuracy. Expert correction of spelling, grammar punctuation. Term papers,
thesis, dissertations, research
papers, resumes, cover letters and
typing. All work prepared on Word
Procesors for error free neatness.
We have IBM Displaywriter, IBM
Mag Card, and AB. Dick Magna SL
Word Processors. SUPPORT YOUR
COLLEGE-We have 10 employees
for fast service-All are former or
current UCF students. One Day
Service Available- 671-3007.
EXPERT TYPING: 24 yrs. exp. Fulltime. Term papers, theses, reports,
resumes, etc. Correction of spelling, grammar, punc., and editing
included. Reasonable. Call Bea,
678-1386.
TYPING. Accurate, Fast and
l?easonable. Minor Editing. IBM Sel.
II. All types of work. UCF empl. l mi.
from UCF. Marti 365-6874 after 6
prn.
GRADUATION SPECIAL
Free cover lett~r with resume
$10.00
A professionally typed resume
con make a difference; your
choice of white or ivory paper,
black, brown, blue ink. We can put
a package together to suit your.
needs,. Call Pat at Hard Copy Typing and Word Processing Service.
275-5185.
Morey and Co.
Word Processing
Dommerich Hills
Call Barbara at 644-680 l.
PROFESSIONAL TYPING : term
papers, reports, resumes, compositions, etc. Competitive rates.
Call Kathy McCormack at
275-7015.
Crawford Typing Service, all kinds.
Call 282-0289.
RESUMES-SS and up. Edited free.
Stored on disc. one year: Call
Judy, 273..5298.
NEED A REPORT TYPED?
My full-time service offers accurate speedy & professional
results using state-of-the-art word
processing equipment. Term
papers, reports, resumes, cover
letters, etc. 3 miles from UCF. Pick
up and delivery available to campus. Call Pat at Hard Copy Typing
and Word Processing Service.
275-5185.

.Deadline:
Monday at 5:00 p.m.

other

AUTHORS IN SEARCH of an experienced manuscript typist! Call
Bea at 678-1386. Literary editing
available.

Garage sale. Dinette set, various
clothes, books and personal
items. sat. and Sun. 9 am. 960
Sonata Lane in Park Manor.
275-3848.

PROFESSIONAL TYPING SERVICES
Term papers, theses, resumes,
designed and typed. Minor edit.,
correct. of spelling. IBM equip.
Located l mi. from campus. Open
7 days a week. Guaranteed quali•Y and fast turnover. Call
275-1709.

services

RESUMES
Designed/typed-6 71-300 7.
CRISIS PREGNANCY CENTER. FREE
pregnancy test.. Confidential. Individual counseling. In Ori., 827
Menendez Court, just off Gore, 2
blocks west of Humana/Lucerne
Hosp. Daily/Sat. am. Call 425-8989.

roommate
Roommates wanted f• r condo.
UCF area. Call 6 71-3618 after 5.

Female
5250/mo.
garage.
Tuscawilla

ABORTION SERVICES, birth control
information, pregnancy tests and
counceling. VD screening, low
cost, confidential services.
Central Florida Women's
Health Organization
609 E. Colonial Drive, Orlando
898-0921

neat, non-smoker.
Including utilities and
Call 365-8617 in
subdiv. 15 min. to UCF.

FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED.
Single mother/student w/9 yr. old
daughter would like to share
3bdrm. home in nice subdiv. 6 mi.
from campus. If you are a mature,
serious student and would like to
have a quiet place to live and
study, call me. Avail. July l. Rent
5175/mo. plus util. 678-6314.

ABORTION SERVICES-FREE PREGNANCY TESTS-Low-cost Birth Control Services. Privacy, confidentiality guaranteed. Guest speakers
available. Director is UCF grad.
1240 Hillcrest, l block south of Colonial off Mills. 422-0606 or long
distance
call
free
l /800/432-8517.

Fantastic Apartment!! I M asks F or
M 2 shr. 2 bdrm. apt. nr. UCF. lncls.
2 swimming pools, tennis, photo
dkrm., dshwsh. 281-6891.

help wanted
GOVERNMENT JOBS
S16,559-50,553/year.
Now hiring. Your area.
Call 1-805-687-6000 ext. R-4628.

Part time to fit your schedules. New
corp. Get in on ground floor. Per!ionnel recruiting-bring friends,
classmates, relatives. Teamwork
ph.Js Percentage equals Better Income. We train you first, so inquire
now. Call 275-6593 for appointment.

Summer help needed for home
cleaning service. Must have car
and phone. Call for details
671-7463.

Individual Confidential Counseling
Gynecologists
Speaker Service

2233 LEE RD. WINTER PARK

628-0405
~

TOLL fREE 800-432·5249
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Trekkies flock to 'Search'
by Richard Truett
Future staff

A slow parade of tears
trickled down the faces of my
brother and myself toward
the end ~f Star Trek II: The
Wrath of Khan when Captain
Kirk delivered the eulogy for
Mr. Spock. The hero of my
adolescence was gone, ana I
was gri~f-stricken for days
afterward. Then I realized
that Mr. Spock was too viable
a commercial entity to be killed off.
I waited with uncontrollable zeal in the massive
line of Trekkies to see Star
Trek III: The Search For
Spock. Rumors circulated via

sci-fi magazines that perhaps
Mr. Spock was not really .
dead, just in a state of limbo
Dr. David Marcus (Merritt Butrick) and Lt.Saavik (Robin pending the outcome of cerCurtis) come up on Spock's tomb on the planet Genesis in Star tain financial negotiations. I
had the terrible fear that
Trek III: The Search For Spock.

Spock had been, by some
miracle of science, mutated
into another life form. I had
visions of Mr. Spock as a f.ern,
a multi-legged creature or an
exotic.fungus.
However, all is well in the
23rd century-almost. Our
favorite heroes are intact-all
but the Starship Enterprisei', which was sacrificed.
The Search For Spock picks
up right where The Wrath of
Khan leaves off. The first
scenes are of the ·Enterprise
rettµ"ning to Earth still battle
scarred. Captain Kirk has
become grief-stricken at the
loss of Mr-. Spock. Dr. McCoy
has taken to acting peculiar;
we know something is up
when McCoy breaks into
Spock's quarters and speaks
in Spock's voice. Upon returning to Earth, McCoy is
diagnosed as a loony is is
scheduled to be shipped off to

an inter-galactic funny farm.
Meanwhile, Sarek, Spock's
father, pays Captain Kirk a
visit and explains to him that
only Spock's body had died,
not his essence. We find out
that it is a Vulcan custom to
"transfer" one's thoughts,
knowledge and personality into another when death is near.
Upon completing a Vulcan
mind meld, Sarek finds that
Spock did not leave his "contra" in Kirk. A review of the
Enterprise flight log reveals
that Dr. McCoy was the unwilling recipient.
Meanwhile, there are some
strange goings-on on the
Genesis planet. Spock's
casket is located and found·
empty, except for some
strange insect-like creatures.
The Klingons, having tapped
in to the Federation, know all
Trek, page 14

Book digs/through trash to find treasures.
Gifts From Our Garbage
by Joel Rapp and Tim Stone
Tribeca Communications,
Inc.
$4.95

by Vicki White
Features editor

Do you suffer anxiety attacks at the thought of giving
someone a gift? Are you
always worrying about giving
them something that they do
not want, or something that
they already have?
Relax! Help is on the way.
Rapp and Stone have put
together a catalog of gifts
that is unique, to say the
least. For instance, they haye
"better mouse traps," which
are actually empty Velveeta
cheese boxes. They take on a
new air of significance when

described in the catalog:
"Finally, simply drop one of
these arnma tically impregnated boxes by the
mouse's hole and lurk patiently in a corner. What healthy,
hungry mouse could resist the
aroma of natural processed
cheese? Once inside, happily
feasting, a lunge from you
and it is lunch for your cat. In
sets of 6, 12, and 24. Also
available in Brie, Camembert .
and Roquefort for your
overseas friends. Prices:
seasonal.
Most of the book is funny in
a dry sort of way. It pokes fun
at our obsessions with making real big things out of the
very little things in life, such
as forking out $50 for the
privilege
of
having
somebody's name plastered

explanation, except that the who are genetically compelied
their use to to clean the house before the
"unblock: the nfost con- 'girl' arrives." It m~es the
stipated cats," based on the maid feel needed.
principle ot ..tiie ''decoy duck
egg." There · is .. the· "war
The catalog has 64 pages
and
each item comes with a
veteran collection'' of several
color
photograph, descrip·
limbless toy soldiers, and the ·
tion,
'
and price-usually.
"chihuahua chips. "
Prices
range from just the
Most of it, though, is just
postage
and handling to
plain funny. A "rib cage" is
$25,000
for
the publisher's
descri~ed as being ''perfect
for containing those wild and brains.
wonderful ribs or even as a
depository for the rib bones
The book does not make
while you 're devouring any earthshaking literary
them." Prices for this item · statements, but it is still good
are available on request, with for a few titters. Both the
caution, "No fly-by-nights, authors have been in the funplease."
ny business for awhile, Rapp
There are some "fool-the- writing material for the Bob
maid dustballs" which go for Hope and Johnny CEµ"son
50 cents apiece and are "just shows and Stone writing for
the thing for Jewish mothers Dick Cavett and Bill Cosby.

.au~9rs v;~$Y?Cate

,
across your posterior.
Some of it, though, tries the
limits of good taste. For instance, there are the "kitty
-litter fritters." Those need no

Berlin appeals to varied audience
by Joe Jervis
Future staff

Dance rock groups Berlin
and Real Life played to a
three-quarters full house at
the Bob Carr Performing Arts
Centre on May 25.
Operung act Real Life gave
·competent and tight renditions of the songs from their
debut album Heartland. Their
most popular hits, "Send Me
An Angel,'·' and "Catch Me
I'm Falling," were especi~lly
well done.
Security guards were being
extremely strict about
seating and did not allow any
fans to stand in the aisles or
in front of the stage. At one
point, the lead singer of Real
Life exhorted to crowd to
"dance on your sea ts if you
have to, but don't let them
the security stop you from
having a good time!"

After an hour-long set
change,Berlin took the stage.
Ever since 1982's epochal
"Sex (I'm a ... )," Berlin has
been a favorite of dance rock
fans. MTV has placed several
of their videos into heavy
rotation, and their latest
album Love Life has produced
a big hit with the single 11 No
More Words."
Lead singer Terri Nunn
sported her now trademark
streaked hair and bounded
about the stage with great"
energy. The band featured
three synthesizer keyboards,
a guitarist, a drummer, and
Nunn on vocals. The concert
sound of Berlin Was very true
to their album sound,
although the mix was a bit
muddy, with the synthesizers
sometimes drowning out
Nunn's voice.The best received songs were the singles "No

More Words," "Sex(I'm
a ...)," and the MTV video hits
"The Metro" and "Masquerade."
Midway through the set,
keyboardist David Diamond
stepped out, accompanied by
a lone synthesizer, and gave a
brilliant, torchy version of
"Love Life," Which, curiously enough, is not on the album
by that name.
Suprisingly, Berlin did not
.choose to save one of their
The members of the American dance rock group Berlin are:
more popular songs for their
Rob Brill, Matt Reid, Terri Nunn, John Crawford, Ric Olsen
encore, as is traditional with
and David Diamond.
most bands these days. Instead they played an absolutely stunning cover of sort of new wave/surfer mon- the titles of every Berlin song.
Prince's classic "Controver- tage, and many sported· Alt~ough she would probably
sy." . Heavy. early evening brightly colored streaks of be suprised to know that
rains did nothing to dampen hair. One Amerjcan girl, Berlin is an American band,
the spirits of the mostly fiercely affecting a thick her type of enthusiasm for the
young teenage crowd. Most of British accent, was wearing a music of Berlin was typical
the audience was dressed in a white jumpsuit adorned with for the evening.
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CLASSES FO~MING NOW!

Getting a glimpse of a gator

PREPARE FOR: SEPT 29

by Vicki White
Features editor

C

Cal l Days Even ings & Weekends

,,~~23~:::~0:0~:
TEST PREPARATION
SPECIALISTS SINCE 1938

SAN JOSE EXEC CENTER
WINTERPARK, FL 32792

For lnlonnalion About Other Permanent Centers
In More Than 120 Major US Cities & Abroad
Out si de NY Sl ate CALL TOLL FREE : 800·223-1782

---------------------1

r---------~---~

i/~: m
Alp,faya ·~

F~v:1:;Ensurance

·
·
~

~

Agency
• LIFE • BUSINESS
CALL FOR QUOTES

Z2991 Alafaya Trail .

!2

· 3
~P.O. BOX 999
Phone2·
f Ov.iedo, FL 32765 365-2999 3
~
2 miles from UCF
2
Z
Phone
3

There are alligators in Lake
Claire. Of course, most people
are aware of this, but it seems
to be one of those facts that
gets shoved into the back of
your brain along with the
possibility of bombing out of
school or being bombed off
t~e face of the earth by a
nuclear warhead.
Well, my memory got a
good nudging on Memorial
Day. I decided that for the
first time in two years I was
going to go fishing. My dad
was even kind 'enough to supply me with a few rubber
worms for the occasion.

important things to do than
to be fooling with a
recalcitrant vehicle.

sound.

I retreated to the picnic
The gator stopped
When I got to the lake, it about ten feet from the shore,
was nice and quiet, except for and it appeared that it was . _
the buzzing of flies around a watching my every move.
trash pile that some careless
picnickers had left behind. I Then it started to swim back
plunked my rubber worm in and forth along the shore, as
and proceeded to enjoy the at- if to say, "This is my lake,
mosphere of peace and quiet. sucker." I thought about the
After a while, I noticed that I possibility of going to the
'
was being observed by some other side of the lake, but
then
I
fi~ed
if
I
did
that,
he
turtles. They would surface,
check me out, and then pop would probably follow me.
under the water when I look- Then I thought about chunking a few rocks at it, but my
ed at them.
common sense spoke out. "Oh
Then I noticed a . lump dandy 1 ·get him riled up. Then
floating cfut ab01.~t 50 feet we'll :see how fast you can do
100-yard
dash.''
from me. "I wonder what that the
Alligators
are
pretty
quick,
is," I thought. Not wanting to
even
on
land;
I
am
not.
face reality, I said to myself,
tabl~s.

I . should have known
something was going ,to hap- "It must be a big turtle." Out
pen when I woke up, and the of curiosity, though, I cast
sky looked peculiar. "Well, I my rubber worm in that
guess I better take the truck general direction.
over to Lake Claire,'' I
thought. Even if it is not that
Silly me. That really got the
far, I did not particularly gator int~rested, and it
want to get soaked in a started swimming towards
downpour.
me. "Oh-oh. Now I've really
done it," I thought as I
Fishing pole in hand, I trot- started reeling like heck to
ted out to my truck and tried get my worm back before that
to crank it up. Nothing hap- lump, which was an alligator,
pened. It was dead. Very got to it. The problem was, the
dead. Rigor mortis. Un- splashing of my bobber as I
daunted, I figured, "Oh, well; reeled it in was getting the
I guess I'll ride the bike over gator really interested, and it
there after all." I had more kept following the splashing

L------~!!:!!~~~
MORE SOFTWARE FOR LESS.

The weather finally decided
for me. As I was standing
there mulling over the
possibilities, it started to
rain. So, carefully, very
carefully, I unlocked my bike
and tiptoed off to the parking
lot. I will be back again, but
next time I think I will leave
the half-pound of weights off
my ijne so that it is a little
quieter when I drop it in the
water. As for my truck, well, I
would like to thank the UCF
Police Department for getting it started.

LARGE SELECTION OF DISCOUNT SOFTWARE,
PERIPHERALS AND SUPPLIES FOR APPLE,
ATARI, COMMODORE COLOR COMPUTER, IBM & OTHERS.

MODEMS C_OMPLETE WIIH CABLE
HOURS
MON-SAT. 10:00-6:00
TUES.-FRI. 10:00-7:00

ONLY $87.95

DISCOUNT PRICES
KNOWLEDGEABLE STAFF

894·3304
HERNDON PLAZA ACROSS FROM FASHION SQ..MALL

'

'

·.

WUC:F FM

11·2AM -
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On Record

Styx/Caught In The Act
A&M Records

****
Manufacturing catchy hit
tunes has always been a
strong point for Styx. Since
its inception in 1971, Styx
has consistently hit the
charts with an array of eclectic singles.
E~lecticism is defined by
Webster as "composed of
elements drawn from various
sources." It was Styx who,
way back in 1975, ushered in
synthesizers. Remember
"Lady" and. "Lorelei"? Styx
has always kept its eye on
creative technology. Case in
point:
the "Kilroy" tour,
which featured perhaps the
most innovative technical
gimmickry ever featured on a
rock 'n' roll stage.
But the true test of the
band is to be able to perform
on stage as well as in the
-studio. The new live album
from Styx, Caught In The
Act, delivers everything one
could expect from a live
it showcases the
album:
tremendous energy that has
made Styx one of the most
respected American hard rock
bands.
·
Perhaps one of the best
features of Caught In The Act
is that at times, it is difficult
to tell that the album is a live
recording. There are no
, mindless,
meandering,
pointless guitar solos. The
crowd noise is enthusiastic,
but not distracting. Most importantly, Styx's impressive
repertoire of hits is all here,
except, disappointingly,
"Lady" and "Lorelei."
Caught In The Act is really
a misnomer of sorts. The
album should actually be called Greatest Hits Live. In any
case, Dennis DeYoung's
authoritative voice on "Don't
Let It End," and especially
"Babe," is a pleasure to listen
to. Never once does he run out
of breath or become secondary to a wailing guitar. This
is a frequent annoyance on
live albums.
One new song emerges on
Caught In The Act- "Music
Time.'' Already a smash
single (and a key selling point
of the album), "Music Time"
· is catchy and danceable in th~
1

We'll Help.
Will You?

"Mr. Roboto" tradition.
The members of the band
are all vital to the album.
James Young and Tommy
Shaw have lead vocal honors
on "Too Much Time On My
Hands" and "Foolin'
Yourself" respectively. This
trade-off of lead singers keeps
the album fresh.
The members of Styx must
be amused at all the Euro-pop
synth bands beelining for
America. While America has
produced only a small handful
of innovative hard rock
bands, such as The Doors or
Creedence
Clearwater
Revival, Styx is the band
that is always surging forward, not afraid to try new
things. Th~ Kilroy Was Here
album was the first album
ever to be recorded using
.solar energy.
If one does not own any
Styx albums, then Caught In
.The Acfls the perfect album,

since it offers a wide variety to find somebody, something
I .can grab oµto and call my
of their hi ts.
own.
The '60s had the
by Richard Truett
Beatles, the '70s had Led Zeppelin, but what do the '80s
have?
The problem with today's
music is that it is b-o-r-i-n-g!
It is hard to find an album
that is listenable from end to
end. This double album is a
virtual gold mine of hi ts.
20120 showcases the Motown
superstars who literally
dominated popular music in
the 60s and early 70s. Lately
there has been a conflagration
Various Artis ts/ ~0120
of
Motown remakes: Phil ColMotown Records
. lins' "You Can't Hurry
Love," The Hollies' "Stop In
''So we beat on, boats the Name of Love," and Soft
against the - current, borne Cell's "Where Did Our Love
back ceaselessly into the Go.'' This is equal to looting
past." -The Great Gatsby, and pillaging. Why bother
listening to these watered
F. Scott Fitzgerald.
.Wandering around the down versions when the real
record store in search of thing is not only still
something that would make available, but usually 10
me feel good, really alive, I times better?
Here is a sampling from
chanced upon this compilathis double album that sells
tion album from Motown
for $8.65:
featuring 20 number one hits
from 20 years. I keep trying e"The
Tears
of
a

*****

Clown'' /Smokey Robinson
and The Miracles
e"I Want You Back" and
"I'll Be There"/The Jackson 5
•"Someday We'll Be
Together,'' ''Theme From
Mahogany,'' and ''Love
Hangove~· /Diana Ross
• "You are the ·sunshine of
My
Life''
and
''Superstition''/Stevie
Wonder
Marvin Gaye, The Temptations, The Commodores,
Michael Jackson and The ·
Supremes round out this
superb collection of classics.
The best part of the album
is that it is fun to listen to, it
never gets boring, and each _
song captures the youthful
zest Motown is famous for.
Black artists have given so
much more to popular music
than they have been given
credit for; an album like 20120
spotlights their immense
talents.
by Richard Truett
Editor's note: We thank
Camelot
Records
in
Altamonte Mall for supplying
the Styx album for rev~ew.

r--~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~---,.~~~~~~~~--~~~~~~~~~~

1984 Nissan MPG.
No other compact truck on the road today
gives you better gas mileage or more comfort. With our new Nissan
MPG y~u get three-across seating. Plus loads of hip, leg and head
. room. Come in today and see for yourself No one else will offer
you so much truck for so little.

"With 5-speed: Re'member, .use the EPA .estimated MPG for comparison.
Your actual mfieage may differ depending on speed, weather and trip
length . Actual highway mileage will probably be less.

NORMAN BROTHERS DATSUN
1983 N.·SEMORAN BLVD
BETWEEN COLONIAL & UNIVERSITY BLVD.
OPEN MON.-FRI. 8:30-9:00
SAT. 9:00-6:00

PLUS

NOW
8.8% APR
FINANCING
ON ALL NEW
TRUCKS

l657·95oo I
COMEAl/VE, COMEANDDRIVETl/lllmf
MAJOR MOHOIVFROMIV/SSA/V

-
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Trek------------------------=------~---------:---- from page u
about the Genesis project and
are intent on stealing it.
. The old gang-Kirk, Scotty, McCoy, Uhura, Checkov
and Sulu steal the Enterprise,
which has been placed in
mothballs and warp· out to
· Genesis where they hope to
locate Spock and bring him
back to Vulcan. They do bring
Spock back, but not in the
way we are used to seeing
him. The Klingons however,
are aware of Kirk's every
move. They built a new cloaking device and broke into
Federation
territory
undetected.
A battle ensues in which an
old friend dies. 'rhe Starship
Enterprise is forced to surrender, ·and, just as the Klingons board her, the Captain
and company beam down,
while the Enterprise selfdestructs.
One of the - most striking
scenes in the movie is when
the Enterprise is plummeting
toward the ground like a
meteorite in a hail of
smoke-it is the end of an

era-for Star Trek at least.
As a movie reviewer, I come
to the point in the review in
which I ask myself: "Do I
ruin the movie, or to I just
whet the appetite of. the
potential movie-goer
I
answer to myself: ''I do not
ruin the movie," although I
would like to tell all the intricate details.
How does The Search for
Spock ·c ompare to its
predecessors? This could be
perhaps the best of the three
movies. Solid groundwork is
put in place for a continuing
series of Star Trek adventures. The movie works well
because we know all the
characters, the setting is one
in which we can believe, and
the events. are p~obably the
best, . most
thought
A tattered Enterprise faces off with a Klingon Bird of Prey ship in Star Trek III: The Search
provoking-science fiction For Spock.
drama ever depicted. There is
a real sense of camaraderie in the movie. The Search for
the audience . that I have Spock succeeds because we ail .
Some places ask you about your education ,
special training . .. even your age. At the
never before witnessed at a grew up watching the synRed Cross we ask if you want to help others.
movie theater. The audience dicated reruns-we know the
Say yes . Be a Red Cross volunteer.
applauds as the names appear characters as well as we know
We'll help. Will you?
on the credits before and after some of our best friends.
0
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SPECIALIZING IN

·

THE UNUSUAL STYLES
277·~015

11648 E. Hwy. 50
Across from Point After
Jues.·Frl. 9·8

WHISPERWOOD 11 -

@REDl<EN

Sat. 9·5

For hair you can flaunt...
anytime, anywhere, anyway.

A CONDOMINUM

-

- Recent ·College Grads

New Pre-Construction Prices From

DON·MEALEY DELIVERS

42,900

A W4Y T0 START UP
WITH LESS DOWN
1

5o/o D.o-wn.

IT ONLY -TAKES
$100 DOWN

No Closing
Costs . .·

TO BUY AN '84 CHEVROLET

All appliances including washer & dryer 2
Bedroom, 2 Bath, Pool, Jacuzzi, Gazebo,
Recreation Area.
Ho·urs: Daily 9-6 Weekends 10-4
Our Off The Highway Location Makes
For A Unique Atmosphere In Winter Park. Secluded
Quite, Peaceful.
~

WE'RE
-HARD TO
FIND, SO
- CALL FIRST

Monte Carlo Landau Sport Coupe

Camara Z28

NO PREVIOUS CREDIT NECESSARY
LOWEST GMAC INTEREST RATE
PAYMENTS AS· LOW AS $132 PER MONTH

University llvd.
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•c
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.,,•E
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~
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~~~mJ~
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1..

Colonlal Dr•

'

Chevette CS Hatchback Coupe

S.R.50

.7300 SWALLOW RUN
WINTER PARK

677·5947

1

(BRING A COPY OF YOUR DIPLOMA OR CERTIFICATE OF GRADUATION)
I!

1 ·~iiUW·OO·N:§HM;i;i'4

ON MEALEY CHEVROLET
3707 WEST COLONIAL DRIVE, .ORLANDO 32808

(305) 295·7000
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Ho11Se-Sit For Your Folks .

• •

And help them earn
while you learll!

SUSSEX Pffi\CE
2 Bed/2-B ath 'lbvvnhollle Villas
From Only $48,900!
Instead of throwing away tertairunent, shopping, e1nploy1noney by renting, tell your 1nent prospects, and main highparents to niake ~ sn$rt 1nove ways. A 1nod.ern conununity of
. . . by purchasing a villa at Sus- spacious, thoughtfully designed
sex Place! With inonthly pay- townho111e villas, Sussex Place of-1nents as low as $325*, it's the fers all the antenities you d~e ·
perfect hedge against·ihflation to help you wi~d after a long
for your folks, and the perfect clay at U.C.F. hoine ·for you while
So, while your parWestinghouse
you're in school! .
ents are investing in
Sussex Place, locat.:~o
your future, they can
~
ca
ca
ed conveniently off
be investing in their
c.:»
ca U.C.F.
m
:;:
Alafaya Trail, is just
own, too~ Bliild ho1neColonial Or.
minutes fro1n the cam.owner equity for your
pus, and also close to
parents with R:C.A.'s
~
East-We'\
SI :ssf:X
fine restaurants, ensmart inove to Sussex

D
>i

~

4·

*

PL~l.:f:

~

c.:»

m

Curry For11 Rtl.

-

Place.

OPEN DAILY 10 A.M.
305/281-6393
1/8 Mile East of Alafaya Trail
on Highway 50

Custom Financing Available

* $48 900 sale price. $46,450 mo~gage

amount . Based on 7 112% conventional
30-year financing . 13% APR. Interest
rates subject to change without notice .
Full details at Sales Office.

EQUAL HOUSING

OPPORTUNITY

Jt'liere •£f.egana :Meets .7Lflorrfa6ifity!

1

A Division of Residential Communities of America
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<tambribge <Ltrclt
Save Dad $9,000
Live In A New Townhome
. For Him ·
_,,,,,,./,,./

Quality consttuction and
convenient floorplans.
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Plus a $2,300 Savings
we will pay all closing costs during
. our preconstruction sale.
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when your dad buys a new townhome and you live in it he will save
$2,500 on the down payment.

i I

j_J &C:

II

I

Only $2,500 Down, From
$33 l per mo.*
·
You can own a 2 bedroom 2 1/2 bath
townhouse with dishwasher, range,
microwave, refrigerator, washer, dryer,
alarm system, and more.

0·n L-- -jG9fdwi1 H++I
I
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Up to $5,000 Tax Write-Off

/,;)..
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Living Room
170.150

up - _ ,__
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Bedroom
13 1

t ..y ...,...._
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Phone Home

~

.. a-

Dad really can save money with
your help. We can help you show
him how. Tell dad to call us
today or come by this week

'"--:---"".'
..

GROUND FLOOR

University Blvd.

SECOND R.OOR

UCF
Ci

~

>< j
- - -S.R.
- so
--- a

Cambridge Circle

· available in the first full year of
ownership.

• S49,900 sole pric:e.S47,400 morlgoge amount.
&Jsed on 712% c:onvenl1onol 30-yeor
finonc:1ng 13% APR. Limi1$d lo 3 total loon po1nls .
lnleresl roles sub1ec:I lo change wilhout no1ic:e.

Hours:
Call Joh.n Nauman or
9-5 Mon.-Fri.
David Parker
Weekends by
(305) 273-0.9 90
appointment. Advantage Developement Corp.

